
Key NVIDIA AI for Enterprise use cases for:
• Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC)
• Automotive
• Financial Services (FSI)
• Energy: Oil & Gas / Utilities
• Healthcare
• Higher Education & Research (HER)
• Manufacturing
• Media and Entertainment 
• Retail
• Telecommunications (Telco)



ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, & 
CONSTRUCTION (AEC)
AEC Sales Card - Rendering and VR
Virtual GPU for AEC Customer Presentation

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5f90b21dc7143375521425d6?lfrm=rhp.24
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/6022ec3d34d6be0c8707e731?lfrm=rhp.16


NVIDIA TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFORMING AEC WORKFLOWS
Visual Computing and AI Solutions

Real-time Photoreal Rendering Immersive VR Artificial Intelligence3D Graphics Virtualization

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
NVIDIA is at the forefront of providing technologies that are transforming AEC workflows. Our investment in R&D continues to deliver leading-edge advances in ray traced rendering, high fidelity immersive virtual reality, industry leading 3D graphics virtualization, and, of course, the development of artificial intelligence. All these technologies are bringing enormous benefits to AEC firms all over the world.



INTERACTIVE PHYSICALLY BASED RENDERING

An accurate visual prediction of 
your design

Detect errors early

Avoid surprises

Iterate quickly to optimize the 
design

Visualize While You Design…

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
As you can see, it’s the image on the right that is the photorealistically rendered CAD model.This predictable simulation using physically based materials and lighting is a big help for architects and designers in detecting errors early and avoiding unpleasant design surprises when the building is constructed. And now, with NVIDIA RTX GPUs, users gain this ability to visualize their models in real time, so they can iterate quickly while working on designs. Imagine changing the color of the hardwood floor or the type of stone for the wall and evaluating the effect immediately, instead of waiting 15 minutes or longer for a CPU to render the scene.



VR USE CASES IN AEC

CONSTRUCTION 
SIMULATION TRAINING MARKETING & SALES

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Immersive experiences with VR can improve the customer experience during the purchase decision-making process. It’s being used in the marketing and sales of all kinds of properties and real estate. From office buildings to high end apartments to seats at sporting venues. Potential buyers can walk throughout the space, looking up and all around, and even take in the view from the 40th floor and get the sense of elevation and vista. Customers find it beneficial to view their surroundings from all perspectives, so the immersion and scale of VR help users make better informed purchase decisions.



AUTOMOTIVE
NVIDIA EGX & NVAIE in Automotive Master Deck
NVIDIA AI Enterprise for Automotive Manufacturing Customer Deck

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/61440358ee7040ae29519fcf
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/6126763d153de854f32b7ea0?lfrm=srp.0


ACCELERATING AI & HPC TO TRANSFORM AUTOMOTIVE
Mobility-as-a-Service

Enterprise AI & Data Science 

Manufacturing & RoboticsSimulationAV Development & Testing

Enhanced Design Productivity Virtual Vehicle Configurators Recommenders/Conversational AI

AV Testing during COVID pandemicNVIDIA AV Mercedes-Benz and NVIDIA SW Defined Cars Hail Yeah! Robotaxis will Change the Way We Move BMW Group selects NVIDIA to redefine factory logistics

NVIDIA Corvette Configurator Demo NVIDIA DRIVE IX Conversational AI DL RecommendersVDI-vGPU for Automotive AI - Automotive's New Value-Creating Engine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ck7eXSkD72M&feature=youtu.be
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/gtc/keynote/?nvid=nv-int-cwmfg-12643&video=8
https://nvidianews.nvidia.com/news/mercedes-benz-and-nvidia-to-build-software-defined-computing-architecture-for-automated-driving-across-future-fleet?linkId=100000013122507
https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2020/02/19/hail-robotaxis-change-mobility/
https://nvidianews.nvidia.com/news/bmw-group-selects-nvidia-to-redefine-factory-logistics
https://visualizer.chevrolet.com/ui?carline=corvette&modelyear=2020&brand=chevrolet&language=en&country=US&channel=b2c
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/self-driving-cars/drive-ix/
https://nvidianews.nvidia.com/news/nvidia-jarvis-simplifies-building-state-of-the-art-conversational-ai-services
https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-merlin
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TCGMt3kssvI-oIV9KJrZ4J0KIqhS6F8R/view?pli=1
https://www.mckinsey.com/%7E/media/mckinsey/industries/automotive%20and%20assembly/our%20insights/artificial%20intelligence%20as%20auto%20companies%20new%20engine%20of%20value/artificial-intelligence-automotives-new-value-creating-engine.ashx


ENTERPRISE AI & DATA SCIENCE IN AUTOMOTIVE
End-to-End Transformation

Customer 
Experience Manufacturing Design & 

Engineering Product Planning Profitable 
Operations

Connected 
Everything

Intelligent Customer Interactions
Customer Targeting

Dynamic Pricing & Offers 
PHYD/PAYD/PFMD

Customer Support & Dispatch

Connected Vehicle
Connected Factory

Connected Customer 
(Destination Prediction, Route 

Planning, & Mapping)

Smart Factory
Quality Inspection

Predictive Maintenance
Energy Optimization  

Product Simulation
Environment Simulation

CFD 
CSM
CEM
ECAD

Forecasting 
Demand Modeling

Product Planning Analytics
Capacity Planning

Supply Chain Optimization
Financial Risk & Portfolio Analysis
Fraud Detection, Cybersecurity, 

Anomaly Detection
Warranty Analytics

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
From Intelligent Customer Interactions to Supply Chain Optimizations, the field of Data Science in Automotive is enabling an end-to-end transformation. �From a customer experience standpoint, Intelligent Interactions, targeting customers with Dynamic Pricing & Offers to connected everything from Connected Vehicles with Predictive Maintenance, to a Connected Factory Floor for example. With a Connected Customer, being able to help them have the best experience on the spot and in the right way that suits the dynamics of the environment is critical.��Next is Manufacturing opportunities, we've talked about Quality Inspection and Predictive Maintenance, but even optimizing Energy Utilization & Cost is being driven by Data Science��As we spoke earlier there are HPC opportunities for Design and Engineering around Product and Environment Simulation. Even doing Capacity Planning, Optimization of the Supply Chain, Security, Fraud, and Cyber are all benefitting from the acceleration of Data Science. The key will be how Developers can access and utilize this data to accelerate their development and outcomes.����
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NVIDIA Applications

AI & VISUALIZATION FOR CONNECTED SERVICES
SW & HW as enablers to the development and deployment of AI everywhere

Enabling NVIDIA SW

Spark 3.0

AI, Data Science, Visualization & Remote Collaboration Use Cases

GPU For Every Workload

Highest Perf AI, HPC, Data Processing
A100

CONNECTED DEALERCONNECTED VEHICLE CONNECTED FACTORYCONNECTED CUSTOMER

AI Inference & Mainstream Compute
A30

Highest Perf Graphics, Visual Compute
A40

Triton, TRT Fleet 
Command Merlin

DRIVE IX -
Jarvis

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE

Omniverse DRIVE Sim

Enterprise AI & Machine Learning & Data Science

Data Ingest & 
Preparation

Data Exploration Feature 
Engineering

Big Data 
Analytics AI + ML Training AI + ML Deploy

ML Ops + 
Monitoring

AI Enterprise

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is our view to Connected Services – and when people talk about connected services they typically think of connected vehicles but we believe it is broader than that. Our view of the world is inclusive of autonomous vehicles, because as we increase levels of autonomy this will in turn increase demand for more mature connected services in-vehicle and this is where conversational AI and recommenders are really going to play a huge role in providing the customer a tailored experience.  Connected customer – this goes beyond just a passenger in-vehicle, this is a combination of every interaction with the customer at every touchpoint, so think of the web, or call center, or dealership. Connected dealer – this could be things like having a better pulse on the for parts and services needed to offer in the dealership, or perhaps this is using VR in the dealership to allow a customer to virtually drive a customized version of their favorite vehicle through various terrains. To connected factory – from leveraging robotics to simulating the factory of the future  – we made a big announcement with BMW at GTC this Spring on this exact use case – and this is where we see Omniverse becoming more and more critical in Automotive. As we map the automotive use cases into the NVIDIA Enterprise Accelerated Compute Platform, whether the workflow is autonomous, connected vehicle, connected customer, connected dealer, or connected factory, the platform provides AI and visualization for all the connected services.From enabling NVIDIA software like NVIDIA AI Enterprise, which we just talked about, to NVIDIA applications like DRIVE IX and DRIVE Sim, they all run on NVIDIA-Certified systems provided by our OEM partners.We’ll talk a bit more about these certified systems in the coming slides.



FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY (FSI)
FSI Master Customer Presnetation

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5b2ac2dfaf772d5a3fe24162


DATA SCIENCE 
IN FINANCE

Anti-Money Laundering (AML)

Compliance

Conversational AI

Customer Retention / Churn

Know Your Customer (KYC)

Marketing Optimization

Payments Fraud

Portfolio Optimization

Recommenders / Next Best Offer

Risk Underwriting

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Data science and AI enable data scientists across financial services to execute across a vast array of business use cases.  These cases range from AML to Conversational AI to Marketing Optimization to Payments Fraud and Risk Underwriting.Next slide please.



ACCELERATING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN FSI
AI/ML Optimizes Performance and Outcomes

Customer Service Algorithmic TradingRecommendations

Fraud Detection Digital PaymentsDefault Prediction Virtualization (WFH)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It's important to focus on the key use cases and applications of AI that have the greatest demand from the financial services industry given today’s COVID-19 environment.  First, we are seeing interest from lenders across lines of business who are working with ML and DL models to more accurately predict default.  As you know, banks that can more accurately predict which borrowers are at an increasing risk of default can better account for potential chargeoffs and work more closely to help customers overcome challenges brought on by financial distress. Next, we are seeing increasing demand for accelerated computing to identify fraud.  Fraud takes many forms including transaction fraud, identity fraud, application fraud, etc.. Banks – as American Express showcased in an NVIDIA webinar earlier this month – are using DL methods such as GANs, to more accurately identify fraud. Another area of increased investment among financial services companies is virtualization.  VDI enables increased productivity for WFH employees and is critical in today’s environment where the duration of WFH is mostly an unknown.  A fourth key application of AI in financial services today is in digital payments.  Much of the work here as - alluded to earlier - is focused on fraud detection but also is oriented around fintech as a core component of the technology stack that enables e-commerce.  A big part of that stack is recommendations.  Recommendation Systems are the economic engine of the Internet and this is as true for e-commerce platforms like Amazon as it is for consumer finance companies including banks, credit card issuers and asset managers.  Consumers during this economic upheaval are looking to banks to advise them on next best actions to improve their financial lives.  Recommendation systems are well suited to meet these demands – delivering enhanced customer service to consumers while optimizing cross-sell and loyalty driving opportunities for banks.  Speaking of customer service, there is significant investment from financial services companies in deep learning techniques such as conversational AI to drive efficiencies and better outcomes from call centers, chatbots and other customer support channels. Lastly, given the volatility in the markets, traders are using AI to enhance their trading algorithms and capitalize on the new market reality. Let’s spend time talking about real-life customer stories and how leading financial services companies are leveraging GPUs and accelerated computing to improve performance while reducing costs in a number of these key AI workloads.  First…Next slide please.



CAPITAL MARKETS, TRADING, & FINANCIAL ANALYTICS

Data Science & Modelling
Data scientist & modelling — credit risk, default, 

exposures and underwriting income, balance sheet, 
demand forecasting (financial analytics in banking, 

insurance & FSI), backtesting & monitoring

Alternative Data — Non-Traditional, Synthetic
Alt data — news/sentiment/social media/imaging

Alt data — named entity recognition, Q&A
Alt data — consumer transaction data, fraud & claims, simulated 

synthetic data modelling with alt data

Capital Markets & Trading
HPC finance — pricing, valuation, and risk market, 

counterparty credit
Agent simulation — deep reinforcement learning

Analytics — algorithmic trading, systematic & discretionary 
trading systems, core banking               other analytics &

backtesting



COMPLIANCE, FRAUD, PROCESSING & PRODUCTIVITY

Claims & Processing
P&C — home & auto claims satellite image claims, 

disaster recovery reinsurance claims account 
payable, expenses 

AI RPA — Intelligent Automation 
(OCR/Vision/Speech + NLP/NLU/NLG*) 

Cognitive RPA — intelligent AI smart automation 
contract/underwriting processing, agreements, 

intelligent document extraction risk/report generation, 
audit, compliance

Payments/KYC/AML/Fraud/ID Verification*
Advanced models ML/DL — fraud, transaction            

monitoring & payments
Text/image/voice — unstructured NLP, image, voice KYC  &

ID verification, fraud account take over & compliance

Note*: KYC — Know Your Customer; AML — Anti Money Laundering; NLP — Natural Language Processing, NLU — Natural Language Understanding, NLG — Natural Language Generation

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
One of the areas where we are seeing tremendous value delivered to retailers is leveraging video analytics. And in those, we see three areas. One is Asset Protection, and Asset Protection has multiple areas. It could be ticket switching or mis-scanning at self-checkout. It could be employee theft. It could be gang thefts or tagging and alerting employees of repeat offenders, where the same person is stealing from multiple stores from the same retailer. So Asset Protection can really bring tremendous value by preventing that 1.5% to 2% shrinkage that retailers are facing today. Another area is Store Analytics. Retailers today have tremendous knowledge about the buying behavior and preferences of their customers when they shop online, but unfortunately, they don't have the same visibility inside the stores. And so store analytics, again, leverages video to do heat maps to really show retailers, what are the most popular aisles. Where do most people go to? What is the dwell time? How long do they spend there? They can even get into identifying the demographics of customers in each of the neighborhood stores, for example, and also be able to identify stock out when shelves are getting empty and need to be restocked and really give the retailers a very good visibility into customer engagement. And finally, Autonomous Shopping is about cashier-less check, making it easy for customers to grab and go without standing in line to pay.



CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, GROWTH & LOYALTY

Virtual Assistant — Chatbot/Avatars, 
Text NLU/NLG*, Question & Answer

Customers/2nd party B2B communication 
Retail customers — loans, cards, deposits

Commercial customers — vendors, supply         chain, 
B2B2B, market participants 

Marketing & Personalization
Marketing & Analytics — Customer Acquisition,   Churn, 

Preferences, Weighting & A/B Testing
Offers, Recommendations & Next Best Action

Conversational AI–ASR/TTS/NLP*      Speech 
Voice & Transcription

CX & service — B2C, B2B, B2B2B, B2B2C
Retail customers — loans, cards, deposits           

commercial customers

Note*: ASR — Automatic Speech Recognition, TTS — Text to Speech, NLP — Natural Language Processing, NLU — Natural Language Understanding, NLG — Natural Language Generation

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
One of the areas where we are seeing tremendous value delivered to retailers is leveraging video analytics. And in those, we see three areas. One is Asset Protection, and Asset Protection has multiple areas. It could be ticket switching or mis-scanning at self-checkout. It could be employee theft. It could be gang thefts or tagging and alerting employees of repeat offenders, where the same person is stealing from multiple stores from the same retailer. So Asset Protection can really bring tremendous value by preventing that 1.5% to 2% shrinkage that retailers are facing today. Another area is Store Analytics. Retailers today have tremendous knowledge about the buying behavior and preferences of their customers when they shop online, but unfortunately, they don't have the same visibility inside the stores. And so store analytics, again, leverages video to do heat maps to really show retailers, what are the most popular aisles. Where do most people go to? What is the dwell time? How long do they spend there? They can even get into identifying the demographics of customers in each of the neighborhood stores, for example, and also be able to identify stock out when shelves are getting empty and need to be restocked and really give the retailers a very good visibility into customer engagement. And finally, Autonomous Shopping is about cashier-less check, making it easy for customers to grab and go without standing in line to pay.
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ENERGY: OIL & GAS / UTILITIES
Utilities Customer Deck
Energy Master Customer Deck

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/6144eca6332a2efdb44f7c26#8
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5e8ba7986a3b1159efd820c7#11
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ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

UNMANNED FACILITY OPERATIONS

VR/XR PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

REDUCED CARBON FOOTPRINT

ENERGY TRANSITION

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR ASSET UTILIZATION

WORK FROM HOME

AI IN ENERGY
Every Human Activity Will Have a Corresponding AI Powered Application

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Global TrendsAccelerated ComputingArtificial Intelligence/Machine Learning/Deep LearningRecommender EnginesCloud ComputingIIOT/Edge ComputingIndustry/Tech partnershipsRobotic Process Automation (bots)Open platformsCyber SecurityEnergy TrendsDigital TransformationWork from HomeUnmanned facility operationsVR/XREnergy TransitionReduced Carbon FootprintEnhanced Oil RecoveryProcess OptimizationPredictive Maintenance for increased Asset Utilization
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AI USE CASES IN OIL AND GAS
Oil and Gas

Health, Safety, Environment
(HSE/SHE)

Automated Visual Health
Inspection

Seismic, Reservoir and Process 
Simulation

Visualization Data Science Team
Unstructured Data Mining, Chatbots…

Predictive Equipment Health
Reliability

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We’re going to cover six major use cases that utilize the NVIDIA technology stack. HSE is one of the biggest and most important use cases in O&G. Predictive equipment health reliability increases facility uptime. Predictive equipment health inspection look into the mechanical integrity of the facility. Seismic processing and reservoir simulation have been the core strength of NVIDIA in O&G over the past ten years, taking advantage of our architecture for high performance computing. Visualization is an important aspect of O&G for looking into both subsurface data, plant 3D models, and plant walkthroughs augmented with AR/VR. As most of the O&G companies have invested heavily in their digital business, having a strong data science team is essential. NVIDA plays a major role through our fully integrated technology stack and NGC. We will lightly cover visualization and data science, but those topics are covered in more depth in the optional courses included in this curriculum and in the vGPU, Tesla, and Quadro Sales Curriculums.
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AI FOCUS AREAS IN UTILITIES

Asset 
Management

Field Service 
Training

Customer Service 
and Analytics

Grid Optimization

Safety and 
Security

Intelligent 
Forecasting

Energy Trading DER Management
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HEALTHCARE
NVIDIA-Certified Hospital Enterprise Infrastructure on VMware Customer Presentation

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/614cb5023873f4fe8dbc963e?lfrm=srp.5


CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.

UNIFY THE HOSPITAL DATA CENTER
Leverage a Common Infrastructure for Legacy and AI Enhanced Applications

Traditional Enterprise Applications

CPU-Only Data Center

Single Purpose Silos

TODAY TOMORROW

Unified Accelerated Data Center

VMware vSphere

Many SPOFs
No resiliency
Growth inhibited

Spike sensitive
Expensive
Lots of one-offs

1. Converged
2. AI-Ready
3. App-centric

GPU+CPU

CPU ONLY
LEGEND:

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ADD: NVAIE New software component; fractured AI tools to a combine into AIEBenefit to startups, easy integration into complex environmentNVIDIA and VMware are working together to transform the data center to address the challenges and barriers and bring AI and modern workloads to every enterprise.Customers can securely run modern, accelerated workloads alongside existing enterprise applications.The partnership extends from the on-prem data center to the hybrid cloud, from virtual machines to containers.



CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.

EXAMPLE: MEDICAL IMAGING AI INFRASTRUCTURE
Re-architecting Enterprise Imaging

Source: American College of Radiology – AI-LAB Reference Architecture Framework
https://www.acrdsi.org/-/media/DSI/Files/PDFs/AI-LAB-Reference-Architecture-Framework.pdf?la=en

Typical hospital data center environment that includes existing EMRs, PACS, database, storage, and networking 
clusters, in addition to a new cluster for AI Compute. AI Compute infrastructure is complementary to a hospital 
medical imaging ecosystem, without replacing any of its components. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
https://www.acrdsi.org/-/media/DSI/Files/PDFs/AI-LAB-Reference-Architecture-Framework.pdf?la=enThe following diagram shows a typical hospital data center environment that includes existing EMRs, PACS, database, storage, and networking clusters, in addition to a new cluster for AI Compute. AI Compute infrastructure is complementary to a hospital medical imaging ecosystem, without replacing any of its components. PACS, VNA, interface engines, advanced visualization services, and AI analysis platforms remain in place, with AI Compute augmenting the services already present. Patient sensitive information must always be protected, both while in transit and at rest. Ensure that there are adequate data protections throughout the entire lifecycle. Building out AI Compute infrastructure on-site ensures that sensitive patient data remains within the local hospital network. If using a cloud provider, one must additionally consider how to transmit and receive data securely and recognize that a Business Associate Agreement (BAA) may need to be in place with the cloud provider, and that the provider is certified to store health data using HIPAA policies.

https://www.acrdsi.org/-/media/DSI/Files/PDFs/AI-LAB-Reference-Architecture-Framework.pdf?la=en


CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.

THE SMART HOSPITAL ENTERPRISE DATA CENTER
Full stack architecture combining NVIDIA AI Enterprise + NVIDIA Certified for Healthcare

VMware vSphere

NVIDIA 
vGPU

Mainstream 
Servers NVIDIA GPU NVIDIA SmartNIC / CPU

Infrastructure 
Optimization

Cloud Native 
Deployment

AI & Data Science 
Applications and 

Frameworks

NVIDIA 
MagnumIO™

NVIDIA 
CUDA-X AI™

NVIDIA GPU 
Operator

NVIDIA Network 
Operator

NVIDIA Triton™
Inference Server

TensorFlow

NVIDIA TensorRT®

PyTorch

RAPIDS™

NVIDIA AI Enterprise

N
VI

DI
A 

En
te

rp
ri

se
 S

up
po

rt
Hospital & AI 

Applications and 
Frameworks

Healthcare Core 
Applications

EMR, PACS, & Advanced Viz

Healthcare Data 
Science Research

Clara, MONAI, NVFLARE

Healthcare AI 
Applications
Triage, Diagnostics

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
NVIDIA Certified provides common SKUs to give hospital buyers confidence and a streamlined experienceVMware virtualizes the operating system deployment to support 1000s of appsvGPU provides ability to share and scale GPUs across many VMs for resilienceClara Imaging, MONAI, Clara Guardian frameworks help drive healthcare specific workloads at the AI Enterprise levelCommon hospital applications re-imagined on an accelerated and scalable platform
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HIGHER EDUCATION & RESEARCH (HER)
NVIDIA AI Enterprise for Education – Sales Pitch Deck

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/6167425a6987a4c5dc87c29c?lfrm=srp.2
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Computer 
Science

Materials 
Science Chemistry

Physics Life Sciences Engineering

Earth 
Sciences Environmental 

Sciences

Medical 
School

AI Outside of STEM

Agriculture Management Art

History Business Architecture

Linguistics Legal Education

Remote Learning Augmented Reality Virtual Reality

Virtual Assistants Student Success Smart Campus

Security Transportation Logistics Preventive Maintenance

Back-office Fundraising Support

AI WILL BE INFUSED ACROSS EVERY CAMPUS
Campuses Need the Ability to Run AI From the Data Center

AI in STEM Research

AI for Teaching, Labs and Research

AI-Enabled Campus

AI for the Campus

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the last few years, the majority of AI/Data Science was only done in computer science and then some of the sciences that did simulations with High Performance Computing began adding AI to their workflow for faster and better results.    On top of that, we are seeing many schools and colleges aggressively building curriculum and doing research in addition to the STEM-based programs now.    Whether it is using Natural Language Processing (NLP) models in Linguistics, or Computer vision in agriculture or Data Science in  Business degree programs. the use outside of STEM is growing quickly.   Finally, AI is being used across the campus to support the faculty and administration with things like Recommendation engines and NLP for chatbots or AI to build smart campus to improve safety or optimize parking.    AI growth is occurring quickly across all three segments.
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UNIFY THE DATA CENTER
Remove complexity and improve support with a Common Infrastructure

Traditional Enterprise Applications

CPU-Only Data Center

Labs Cloud Research
Mobile 

Classroom Etc

Single Purpose Silos

TODAY TOMORROW

Unified Accelerated Data Center

VMware vSphere

Engineering Office Distance 
Learning Data Science Network

Computer 
Science

VDI Analysis Etc Storage

* Representative applications

Many SPOFs
No resiliency
Growth inhibited

Spike sensitive
Expensive
Lots of one-offs

1. Converged
2. AI-Ready
3. App-centric

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Today, most enterprise applications in the university data center run on a shared pool of resources managed by a virtualization or orchestration platform. This strategy maximizes the utilization of capital infrastructure and allows operational efficiency to be high. Then, all other applications that cannot leverage that shared pool are run in a silo, where operational efficiencies are fundamentally lower.  This approach works when the number of workloads than do not benefit from accelerator hardware is low, but as this number grows, it becomes less and less economically viable. The solution to this problem is to evolve enterprise IT infrastructure to one where modern and traditional applications can run optimally on a shared pool of resources.  This allows IT to lower operational costs by reducing the number of separate computing environments to manage and can lower capex by consolidating workloads onto a smaller number of systems.  Doing so today helps business prepare for the future where the majority of workloads will be hardware-accelerated.
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A NEW APPROACH TO DEMOCRATIZE AI
Leverage your Existing Data Center Investment

Mainstream Enterprise Servers/
NVIDIA-Certified Systems NVIDIA GPU NVIDIA SmartNIC/DPU

VMware vSphere 7 Update 2

TRADITIONAL 
APPLICATIONS VIRTUAL DESKTOPS

DISTANCE 
LEARNING

TEACHING 
LABS

RESEARCH
COMPUTING

CAMPUS 
ADMINISTRATION

NVIDIA AI ENTERPRISE

MANAGEMENT & ORCHESTRATION

AI TOOLS AND FRAMEWORKS

DATA 
ANALYTICS & 

MACHINE 
LEARNING

DATA CENTER 
AI TRAINING & 

INFERENCE

EDGE AI 
INFERENCE

Existing 
Data Center 

Infrastructure

AI Enabled Applications

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Adding AI workloads to your data center are best addressed with an integrated solution which can streamline both the development and deployment of AI workloads. This solution should include all of the AI Tools and Frameworks required to simplify the process, and it should include management and orchestration tools to ease the burden on the IT department. Ideally, the solution would run on accelerated mainstream systems, eliminating the need for expensive specialty hardware purchases and the creation of separate infrastructure silos for running AI. 
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AI-READY ENTERPRISE PLATFORM

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here is a graphic that highlights the details of the VMware and NVIDIA AI-Ready Enterprise Platform. From the bottom up, we highlight its components… Starting with the NVIDIA-Certified Systems, these servers which are provided by our OEM partners will utilize our industry leading GPUs and DPUs. NVIDIA-Certified server configurations have been tested specifically with the NVIDIA AI Enterprise workloads so that it takes the guess work out of which server and configurations our customers need to select for their workloads.Moving up the stack, we see how the joint solution integrates with the VMware software stack for managing workloads on demand with tools like vCenter and Tanzu to simplify the deployment of vGPU workloads. Features like DRS initial placement, vMotion and TKG K8S pod management will be shortly available. Next is the NVIDIA AI Enterprise suite of AI software, which runs on VMware vSphere 7 Update 2 on NVIDIA-Certified servers. It includes key enabling technologies and software from NVIDIA for rapid deployment, management and scaling of AI workloads in the virtualized data center.The NVIDIA AI Enterprise suite enables IT Administrators, Data Scientists, and AI Researchers to quickly run NVIDIA AI applications and libraries optimized for GPU acceleration by reducing deployment time and ensuring reliable performance leveraging the tools they already use in production today.   And equally as important, it will help to control the compute sprawl throughout the campus and help to optimize the compute resources across the university.
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MANUFACTURING
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5e4719f26a3b116128ba83d0
NVIDIA AI Enterprise for Manufacturing Solution Brief 

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5e4719f26a3b116128ba83d0
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/616894ca366e8350b0a794f7?lfrm=srp.1
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ONE PLATFORM ACROSS INDUSTRIAL USE CASES

DESIGN
HPC
Modeling & Simulation
Design for Manufacturability

SUPPLY CHAIN
Forecasting & Inventory Management
Supply Chain Optimization
Robotics & Automation

MANUFACTURE
Robotics & Automation
Inspection
Predictive Maintenance
Process Control

SERVICE
Predictive Maintenance
Field Inspection
Logistics Optimization
Parts Inventory Management
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MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRIAL AI USE CASES

Quality Inspection 
& Test

Yield and 
Throughput

MANUFACTURING 
INSPECTION

Supply/Demand 
Forecasting

Scheduling & Route 
Optimization

SUPPLY CHAIN & 
LOGISTICS

Monitoring and 
Diagnostics

Uptime

PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE

Operational Process 
Automation

Work Scope 
Optimization

CONVERSATIONAL 
AI / NLP

Field Inspection

Health & Environmental 
Safety

INTELLIGENT VIDEO 
ANALYTICS (IVA)

“What’s the calibration 
procedure for replacing 
this component?”

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The most common use case for AI is to improve the accuracy, consistency, and rate of throughput for quality inspection and test.  AI-based inspection solutions can also save other indirect costs incurred from training and staffing manual inspection personnel, as demonstrated in the Foxconn example provided earlier.We've also seen demand for AI-powered predictive maintenance solutions, to increase the uptime of expensive and mission critical equipment, as demonstrated in the paper mill example provided earlier. Services for inspecting industrial assets deployed in the field or in factories is another use case that's well suited for AI, as demonstrated in the Avitas Baker Hughes drone example provided earlier.  You'll recall that AI models can detect faults like corrosion, cracks, leaks, and even detect safety hazards for workers.Supply chain & logistics operations is a rapidly growing new use case for AI.  These use cases include accurately reading labels and container markings for automated disposition and routing.  It also includes the ability to improve the accuracy and the frequency of fine-grained forecasting of products for capacity planning, as well as for parts in maintenance services.Finally we're seeing a massive growth in investments for building conversational AI assistants for querying service documentation describing installation, calibration, and maintenance manuals.In this training we will focus on the top two most mature and ready to sell use cases.
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MANUFACTURING & INDUSTRIAL ECOSYSTEM

MANUFACTURING 
INSPECTION

SUPPLY CHAIN & 
LOGISTICS

PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE

CONVERSATIONAL 
AI / NLP

INTELLIGENT VIDEO 
ANALYTICS (IVA)

“What’s the calibration 
procedure for replacing 
this component?”

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Our common computing platform has also enabled a healthy ecosystem of software and solutions providers.  These partners build their businesses on top of our platform. These partners can also help your customers to deploy tested and supported applications in each of these use cases that are ready to deploy on your GPU infrastructure.
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MANUFACTURING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
NVIDIA RTX for VRED Sales Deck
Virtual GPU for Manufacturing

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5e82635e81171710f548750e?lfrm=rhp.9
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/60384536a4dfa0514c4d0a43?lfrm=rhp.14
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MANUFACTURING OVERVIEW
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vGPU for Engineering

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
There are hundreds of software applications that can take advantage of the acceleration offered by NVIDIA GPUs. Some of the most common are: ��SOLIDWORKS Visualize  - Works directly with SOLIDWORKS and creates photorealistic renderings – takes advantage of NVIDIA AI de-noising to speed final image renderingAutodesk VRED – High end automotive visualization that added GPU acceleration in 2020 release, supports real time ray tracing and global illuminationLuxion Keyshot – Connects to most common cad packages and produces photoreal renderings utilizing NVIDIA GPU accelerated ray tracing and AI de-noisingAltair – Simulation software that uses NVIDIA GPUs for Computational Fluid dynamics and it’s Thea Render packageANSYS – Enables real time engineering simulation with ANSYS Discovery. GPU accelerated CFD, FEA and generative design allows engineers to do more simulation earlier in the processPTC Creo Live – Partnering with ANSYS to incorporate ANSYS Discovery capability into the PTC environmentDassault Systemes CATIA - RTX ray tracing and AI accelerated denoising in Stellar and Iray ray tracing modes powered by NVIDIA RT Cores and Tensor CoresSiemens NX – Iray rendering package utilizes NVDIA GPU acceleration for rendering 
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Conceptual Design Design Engineering (CAD) Simulation & Analysis (CAE) Sales & Marketing VR Training

VISUALIZATION / RENDERING WORKLOADS
Ask customers to list their top CAD, CAE, Design, and Rendering ISV applications

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It’s essential to find our which ISV applications your customers are using.With that information you will be able to share application benchmarks and recommended solutions.The workloads and ISV applications shown on this slide are common to all manufacturing companies
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Computational Solid 
Mechanics

Computational Fluid 
Dynamics 

Computational 
Electromagnetics 

COMPUTER AIDED ENGINEERING (CAE) 
DEFINITION

CAE includes commercial and non-commercial software used to predict the physical 

properties of a product model when exposed to various environmental properties and 

usage conditions over time. The process is computationally intensive, necessitating 

parallel processing. The process output is a mathematical model that can be accompanied 

by a 3D visualization of the simulated data overlaid on the original CAD model. 

CEMCFDCSM

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the context of Aerospace, Automotive, and Manufacturing, CAE applies to software used to predict the physical performance of manufactured parts or assemblies, in order to improve quality, safety, or solve problems.Engineers use these processes to test 3D models designed in CAD software. There are 3 broad categories of CAE: Computational Solid Mechanics, Computational Fluid Dynamics, and Computational Electromagnetics.We’ll go into more detail on these categories later in the training.
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MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT (M&E)
Film and Television Master Customer Deck
M&E Broadcast Customer Deck

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5e45e6aca4dfa060d4c1c744
https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/616a13ec366e8363726e3b4d?lfrm=srp.8


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

EDITORS REMOTE WORK / COLLABORATION

NVIDIA AI ENTERPRISE IN MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It’s an extremely exciting time in the industry. We’re in the middle of major shifts in how content is created and consumed, and we’re starting to see new types of content tailored for mobile viewing environments. Video is going through major changes as major studios are now requiring that content is shot and created at much higher resolutions, and in HDR. There are over 200 million 4K HDR TVs out there, and content has to look good on them. HFR is High Frame Rates, and we’re just starting to realize the benefits of the realism it brings with movies like Gemini Man (note that you have to see it at 120 fps to really understand and appreciate it)With all of the globalization and collaboration we talked about, Open Standards are becoming increasingly important to ensure that data can make it from one application to another safely. Other collaboration platforms on the horizon like NVIDIA’s Omniverse are designed specifically to deal with global collaboration using open standards.
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EDITORS REMOTE WORK / COLLABORATION

NVIDIA AI ENTERPRISE IN MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It’s an extremely exciting time in the industry. We’re in the middle of major shifts in how content is created and consumed, and we’re starting to see new types of content tailored for mobile viewing environments. Video is going through major changes as major studios are now requiring that content is shot and created at much higher resolutions, and in HDR. There are over 200 million 4K HDR TVs out there, and content has to look good on them. HFR is High Frame Rates, and we’re just starting to realize the benefits of the realism it brings with movies like Gemini Man (note that you have to see it at 120 fps to really understand and appreciate it)With all of the globalization and collaboration we talked about, Open Standards are becoming increasingly important to ensure that data can make it from one application to another safely. Other collaboration platforms on the horizon like NVIDIA’s Omniverse are designed specifically to deal with global collaboration using open standards.



AI FOR BROADCAST

NVIDIA Platform brings the power of AI to the 
Broadcast industry enabling capabilities like:

• Recommender systems

• Auto-highlight generation

• Intelligent meta-data tagging

• Content analytics and viewer insights

• Elimination of repetitive tasks for operational 
efficiency

• And more...

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
AI has changed many industries and broadcast is no different. Capabilities like recommender systems, intelligent meta-data tagging, content analytics, camera tracking, they all rely on AI. These capabilities allow broadcasters to provide enhanced experiences to audiences through personalized content distribution, improving viewer engagement and retention. Let’s look at some case studies that explore how AI is being used right now in the broadcasting industry. 
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RETAIL
AI for Smart Retail - Customer Presentation (pitch deck)

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5c89afd7c714330c2b5197d1?lfrm=srp.6
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POWERING RETAIL IN THESE CHALLENGING TIMES
Top 3 Segments of AI Use Cases in Retail

Seamless Omnichannel

Customer Engagement

Operational Agility

Forecasting Intra-Logistics and 
Last Mile Delivery

INTELLIGENT SUPPLY CHAIN

Asset Protection & 
Frictionless Shopping

Stock-Out & 
Curbside Pickup

INTELLIGENT STORES/QSRS

E-comm Recommenders
& Conversational AI

OMNI-CHANNEL MGMT

$26T
Global Retail 

Sales

3X
Increase in 

Profit with AI*

2%
Avg Net 

Profit Margin

$1T
Increase in 

Annual Profit
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INTELLIGENT STORES

STORE ANALYTICS

Stock-Out and Real-Time Alerting
Heat Mapping

Demographic Analysis
Shopper/Employee Tracking

Customer Engagement
Curbside Pickup

AUTONOMOUS SHOPPING

Autonomous Checkout
Nano Stores 

Smart Cabinets

ASSET PROTECTION

Ticket Switching
Mis-Scanning

Employee Theft 
Security

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
One of the areas where we are seeing tremendous value delivered to retailers is leveraging video analytics. And in those, we see three areas. One is Asset Protection, and Asset Protection has multiple areas. It could be ticket switching or mis-scanning at self-checkout. It could be employee theft. It could be gang thefts or tagging and alerting employees of repeat offenders, where the same person is stealing from multiple stores from the same retailer. So Asset Protection can really bring tremendous value by preventing that 1.5% to 2% shrinkage that retailers are facing today. Another area is Store Analytics. Retailers today have tremendous knowledge about the buying behavior and preferences of their customers when they shop online, but unfortunately, they don't have the same visibility inside the stores. And so store analytics, again, leverages video to do heat maps to really show retailers, what are the most popular aisles. Where do most people go to? What is the dwell time? How long do they spend there? They can even get into identifying the demographics of customers in each of the neighborhood stores, for example, and also be able to identify stock out when shelves are getting empty and need to be restocked and really give the retailers a very good visibility into customer engagement. And finally, Autonomous Shopping is about cashier-less check, making it easy for customers to grab and go without standing in line to pay.
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OMNI-CHANNEL MANAGEMENT

ECOMMERCE/ DIGITAL

AI Product Meta-Tagging & Cataloging
Personalized Recommendation Systems

Similar & Complimentary Products
Visual Search

CONVERSATIONAL AI

Chatbots 
Virtual Assistants

Multi-Speaker Transcription

CYBERSECURITY

Fraud Detection
Cybersecurity

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Cynthia:  In the past 9 months, there has been a significant increase in e-commerce orders and retailers are working to provide a better customer experience for online shoppers. How is AI helping with ecommerce and online shopping?Speaker: AzitaIf you look at the latest earnings report from major retailers you see that:Target digital sales grew by 155%  YOY in Q320 �(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/18/target-tgt-q3-2020-earnings.html)Walmart US e-commerce sales grew 79% YoY �(https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/2020/11/17/walmart-releases-q3-fy21-earnings)We see three areas where AI is helping provide a better omni-channel experience:Automated catalog labelingRecommendation systems. Recommendation engines on e-commerce sites are generating an additional15-20% uptick in revenue Fraud managementUS E-commerce sales in the third quarter of 2020 accounted for 14.3 % of total retail sales and growing rapidly (US Census Bureau). https://www.census.gov/retail/mrts/www/data/pdf/ec_current.pdf?
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INTELLIGENT SUPPLY CHAIN

LAST MILE DELIVERY

Route Optimization
Last-mile-delivery

INTELLIGENT WAREHOUSES

Loading Dock Intelligence and Data Capture
Robotics Pick & Place

Smart Forklifts, AGVs, and AMRs
Package Lifecycle Tracking
Adaptive Speed Conveyor

Smart Cabinets
NLP Assistance

FORECASTING

Increased Speed and Accuracy 
of Forecasting

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Speaker: AzitaAs Cynthia mentioned in her introduction,  supply chain has become the lifeline of retail and retailers want greater agility and a more optimized supply chain and AI is helping in three areas.The first area is forecastingAI-enabled forecasting enables retailers to run forecasting on hundreds of millions of SKU and store combinations daily with much higher forecast accuracy.And the reason for that is that can train their forecasting algorithms much faster and more frequently and� that improves their forecast accuracy and I'll talk through that in more detail in the next case study.Another area that AI is delivering significant business value is in the  retailer's distribution centers. Intelligent Warehouses intelligence plus automation to the entire process of unloading from trucks at the Dock to capturing intelligence on what has been delivered to the WHVideo analytics allows for tracking of packagesAdaptive speed conveyors automatically adapt the conveyor speed based on the items, which is especially helpful for items that are not in packagesAnd smart cabinets in conjunction with autonomous driving robots dramatically increase the throughput and result in faster order fulfillmentAnd the third area for optimizing supply chain is driven by Robots, which are used for many mundane and repetitive services like pick and pack, loading and onloading. shelf climbing autonomous robots, store and retrieve items from smart cabinets for faster & more accurate order fulfillmentAll of these use cases improve the speed at which retailers can fulfill their orders through expedited throughput to and also ensure order fulfillment accuracy
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS (TELCO)
AI Services at TELCO Edge - Executive Summary

https://nvidia.highspot.com/items/5eb998baa4dfa03a868f6966?lfrm=rhp.5
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VOICE

DATA

TELCO EDGE ENABLING NEW SERVICES

FixedMobile
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…
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INDUSTRIES

EGX Telco Edge 

EGX Cloud Native Stack

Metropolis CLOUD XR AERIAL 5G

Traditional Services

AI COMPUTER 
VISION

MULTI MODAL 
AI

New AI Services

AR/VR Streaming

Telco EDGE

EDGE AI APPLICATIONS IS A KEY TELCO OPPORTUNITY

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Telcos have always provided mission critical services to consumers and business alikeAnd Telcos now have a unique opportunity to leverage the most exciting AI technology advancements of our time to offer new Edge AI servicesIn terms of use-cases the leading ones are:AI Computer Vision:The most prevalent IoT sensor today are video cameras which are found everywhere - from parking lots to shopping malls to warehouses to manufacturing sites. Cameras footage has been typically processed in surveillance centers by human experts that look for abnormal events or used for offline forensics purposes. Having human analyzing video streams is not efficient nor effective limiting the utilization of “video as a sensor” technology. These limitations have now been solved with Computer Vision and Deep Learning.Computers have now surpassed the human ability to “see” things in video. Computer Vision has enabled a multitude of real-life applications ranging from Surveillance and Safety to Manufacturing, Retail and Healthcare. It touches every industry increasing operational efficiency and safety using AI. We will take a more detailed look in key use casesAR/VR Streaming:Another “killer app” for the Edge is AR/VRThere are many other Edge AI services  opportunities including: Cloud GamingLive Content Management to enable free-viewing of sports for exampleMulti Modal AI that combines NLP and Vision to create a new experience is another great development
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EDGE AI 
Computer Vision / IVA applications for Telcos

4) Retail 5) Industrial

2) Safety for business and public spaces

StadiumAccess control Public safety

1) Surveillance

Loss prevention Autonomous 
shopping

Inspection Robotics

Behavior/anomaly 
detection

Traffic 
management

Safety

Automation

3) Cities

Casinos

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Edge AI - Immediate revenue opportunitiesSome of the most popular Edge AI services today are about Computer Vision and Extended Reality use-casesLet’s start with Computer vision on the top right corner in the slide:Video cameras are the most prevalent IoT sensor today with over 1 billion cameras deployed globally. Computer Vision, also known as Intelligent Video Analytics or IVA, is the ability of a computer to see and track things and objects in footage and is one of the most amazing AI-technology of our time!Computer Vision enables a multitude of real-life applications touching every industry. Some popular use-cases include:Surveillance services for Home and Business for example by which IVA identify abnormal events such as intrusion detection. A good example is what Korean Telco SKT offers with T-View “surveillance as a service” offering.This is a broad field where IVA can improve safety in offices, malls, casinos, stadiums and multiple other industries implementing a techniques such as facial-recognition access control, crowd management, vandalism and terrorism prevention. Another example is Smart Cities and Public Safety by which AI-driven systems help cities improve traffic safety, congestion control, law enforcement and other aspects of a digital city. Verizon’s Smart Communities is a good example of offerings on this space.Retail is a very popular application for IVA and use cases include autonomous shopping that creates the “Amazon Go” store experience to everyone else. Others include theft -prevention, self-checkout, out of stock management, heatmap and many others.Industrial and Manufacturing is a classical IVA use case to implement quality control and is also evolving as robots learn not only to see, but also react to what they see.Finally Pandemic Control is very popular right now as we prepare to re-open post covid-19. A popular use-case is to control entrance in public and commercial spaces using IVA to determine if a person has fever and make sure social distancing and occupation levels are respected. Besides Computer Vision/IVA, the next very popular Edge AI application is Extended Reality which is the ability to provide immersive Augmented and Virtual Reality experiences. XR has applications for both the consumer and enterprise markets. We are familiar with consumer applications such as gaming, but there is a massive business opportunity on the business side in Product design, Training, Maintenance, Architecture, Civil Engineering and othersNVIDIA approach to XR is to enable a hybrid architecture by which the Edge compute renders the high-quality graphics and stream it over the 5G network using dynamic QoS mechanisms to adapt to network changes. This split rendering approach enables a wireless XR experience using simpler devices with longer battery life. NVIDIA has designed a platform blueprint optimized for the EDGE. This are edge accelerate compute server provided by our OEM and ODM partners powered by NVIDIA GPUs and the CUDA programming framework. NVIDIA provides the top-to-botton software stack including cloud-native software to simplify GPUs lifecycle in Kubernetes clusters and also the SDK and Application frameworks to enable developers to take advantage of our platforms. These application frameworks create an ecosystem of companies that provide software products to the different use-cases we talked about. NVIDIA ecosystems provides over 150 ISVs that can provide ready-made products and accelerate time-to-marketNVIDIA also provides additional cloud services to make the implementation of AI easier towards a “no-code deployment model”. Examples include NVIDIA NGC which is our application catalogue for GPU-optimized software and NVIDIA Transfer Learning Toolkit that makes it simple to augment existing neural networks models with new training data without the need to start from scratch
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